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T)day we find two mighty tendencies —  two 
powerful ideas —  in opposition in the field 
of international politics; on the one side, re
vision and equality of rights, and on the 

other, the status quo and subordination. In the 
diplomatic world a titanic struggle is going on; and 
the only hope left us today the struggle will re
main confined to that territory. Europe has had 
enough of war. The peoples are not prepared to 
continue to shed their blood on the altar of their 
history; they have had their fill of foolish sacri
fices.

We believe that all peoples without exception 
share these feelings: nevertheless we see that, 
whereas nations and societies are longing for peace 
and endeavouring to find a settlement and to 
bring about an understanding, the Governments 
and diplomats and professional politicians are for 
ever discovering formulas for preventing the com
ing into being of this great peaceful synthesis.

This ill-starred game has been going on al
ready for nearly twenty years; and the world is 
still divided into the strictly differentiated groups 
of victors and vanquished. And in the meantime 
the economic, political and moral crisis is naturally 
assuming alarming dimensions; crisis follows crisis: 
and there is no hope —  indeed in the face of the 
rigid isolation at present prevailing there cannot 
be any hope —  of a just and equitable settle
ment.

Yet life does not stand still. Dynamic forces 
are coming into play the existence and power of 
which cannot possibly be called in question. The 
most formidable of these forces are the instinct of 
self-preservation and the national pride of the 
peoples. The vanquished peoples cannot be kept 
for ever in a state of peril and of humiliation. 
Certain countries cannot for ever be deprived of 
the most elementary conditions of subsistence 
simply because their fate drove them to take sides 
against the victors. Yet that is what it is proposed 
to do with Hungary; indeed, to all appearances 
solely and exclusively with Hungary.

I.

When, on March 16th, the German Empire 
broke the military fetters of the Treaty of Ver
sailles and introduced general conscription, France 
herself —  notwithstanding all her protests —  was 
driven to accept the fait accompli. Recently too,

France was compelled against her will to bow be
fore the facts when on March 7th last certain de
tachments of the German army marched into the 
demilitarised Rhine zone. France also took cogniz
ance of the action of Austria, when quite recently, 
following the German lead, that country —  referr
ing to her threatened position —  also decided to 
ignore the military restrictions contained in the 
Treaty of St. Germain and proclaimed its absolute 
sovereignty in the question of its army.

Although she did not follow Austria's example, 
Hungary has nevertheless been subjected to far 
graver attacks on the part of the Little Entente 
than those directed against Austria. We would ask 
why? what are the legal or moral grounds for those 
attacks? In view of the hostile feelings cherished 
towards Hungary by the Little Entente States, 
these attacks are perhaps not particularly sur
prising; but the semi-official French attitude is 
all the more striking. In one of its articles dealing 
with the international situation ” Le Temps", when 
dealing with the military clauses of the treaties 
repeatedly differentiates between the re-arming of 
Austria and that of Hungary. There can be no 
doubt —  the paper tells us —  that from the milit
ary point of view the re-arming of Hungary is 
subject to quite different criteria from those app
licable to the case of Austria. And military meas
ures taken by Hungary would in reality be di
rected against the Little Entente (!!) , which would 
be unable to regard this menace with indif- 
ference(M). Should Hungary infringe the spirit and 
the letter of the treaties and decide to re-arm on 
a large scale, there would ensue in Central Europe 
a very dangerous tension due to the refusal of the 
Little Entente States to bow before the fait ac
compli.

Is this the spirit of justice and the equality 
of the peoples of which we have heard so much? 
What grounds has the French semi-official organ 
for so boldly presuming that an eventual rearming 
of Hungary would be aimed against the Little 
Entente? Does not "Le Temps" feel the humorous 
incongruity of its statement? is it not conscious 
of the absurdity latent therein? Is not Hun
gary put to the mercy of the Little Entente 
armed to the teeth with all the appliances 
and means of modern military art? Hungary 
has an army of a few thousand men to face 
the millions kept in arms by the Little Entente!
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In this respect the figures speak for themselves; 
and we would offer our readers a few striking 
data in illustration of the military preparedness of 
the Little Entente. We would note that the statis
tics here given were drafted as far back as 1932, 
so that today they do not represent the actual 
state of things, seeing that since that period the

continuous armament measures must have assumed 
dimensions far in excess of the figures given below; 
yet even as things stand the contrast between the 
military preparedness of "formidable” Hungary 
and that of her neighbours is shown to be remark
ably terrifying —  to Hungary. But let the figures 
speak for themselves:

Czecho
slovakia Rumania Yugoslavia Total

Peace Footing of Army 145,000 250,000 127,500 522,000
War Footing of Army 1,300,000 1,500,000 1,150,000 3,950,000
Light Machine Guns 7,300 4,000 3,300 14,600
Heavy Machine Guns 2,500 1,000 1,000 4,500
Light Guns (artillery) 876 832 1,402 3,110
Heavy Guns 456 175 180 811
War Carriages 100 90 30 220
War-planes 850 350 360 1,560

In addition, in Yugoslavia the gendarmeries 
(9 regiments and 2 independent battalions) in
clude 450 officers and 17,500 men.

The armaments expenditure of Czecho-Slov- 
akia in 1932 represented 17.5% (1767 million
Czech crowns) of the total amount of her Budget; 
the military expenditure of Yugoslavia in that 
year (2194 million dinars) represented 22,3% and 
that of Rumania (6540 million lei) 23% of the 
total amount of the respective Budgets.

The terms of compulsory military service is 
14— 18 months in Czecho-Slovakia, 18 months in 
Yugoslavia and 24 months in Rumania. In Czecho
slovakia and Yugoslavia, in addition, there are 
"sokol" organisations, which afford their members 
serious military training.

The Skoda Works provide Czecho-Slovakia 
with a war industry able, not only to supply her 
own needs, but to cover the requirements of Ru
mania and Yugoslavia too. As to the dimensions 
assumed by the armaments of Yugoslavia, for in
stance, in past years we have the exceptionally in
teresting data made public by Vaugoin, former 
Austrian Minister of War, at the time when the 
Little Entente States were just busy trying to en
large the so-called "Hirtenberger affair" —  an 
affair of few rusty rifles and old machine guns —  
into a matter of interest to the whole world. A c 
cording to the data of the Austrian War Minister, 
the following quantities of war material were con
signed to Yugoslavia by the Skoda Works, passing 
in transit over the Austrian railways in 1924, 1926 
and 1928 respectively: —  704 guns of various cal
ibre, together with very large numbers of spare 
parts; 3010 machine guns; 120,000 infantry rifles; 
9200 artillery shells (projectiles) of various calibre, 
—  the consignments including 6200 30.5 centimetre 
shells; 93 million ball cartridges for infantry rifles; 
about 800,000 aeroplane bombs —  including some 
weighing 200 kilogrammes; and about 400,000 kilo
grammes of military explosives. The whole quan
tity of military supplies far exceeded 2000 wagon
loads.

Now when we contrast with these figures the 
fact that the Treaty of Trianon permits Hungary to 
maintain only a mercenary army of 35,000 men,

100 guns (cannon) and a few hundred machine 
guns, while Hungary is not allowed to have any 
war-planes, and find that notwithstanding the 
Little Entente keeps on talking of security and of 
the war menaces of Hungary, we could surely not 
refrain from smiling, did we not realise the de
pressing sadness of the situation, which actually 
threatens Hungary with extinction. It is really 
grotesque to hear the Rumanian Foreign Minister 
Titulescu declaring that to comply with the 
demand of Hungary for equality of rights would 
mean to endanger the safety of the Little Entente 
States. Were his statement really true, we Hun
garians would have every reason to be proud, for 
we should then be, not only the bravest nation in 
the world, but also a nation invincible from the 
military point of view.

In order to secure our own safety we do most 
certainly demand equality of rights and the abolit
ion of the military restrictions still in force; for 
our sovereignty will never be complete until that 
equality has been granted, while on the other hand 
it is inconceivable that in the event of those 
restrictions being maintained intact we should be 
in a position to enter into political negotiations 
with those who would sit down armed to the 
teeth.

In December, 1932, the five Great Powers, —  
Great Britain, France, Italy, the United States 
and Germany —  agreed upon a compromise form
ula at last had the courage to declare in favour of 
equality of rights in respect of armaments; but 
later on, in particular as a consequence of the 
events ensuing in Germany, the agreement was not 
given a more precise form. Indeed, this was the 
rock upon which even the Disarmament Confer
ence was wrecked.

Since then the situation has changed mate
rially; for first Germany and then Austria sur
prised the world with a fait accompli completely 
revolutionising the whole inner structure of the 
military situation in Europe. Now some of the 
vanquished countries have also recovered their 
military equality; only Hungary and Bulgaria re
maining in their previous position of inferiority. 
However, the position even of Bulgaria is far more
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favourable than that that of Hungary. In the first 
place because she has been far less seriously dis
membered than Hungary, so that she has not to 
face such an intensity of aggressive jealousy and 
vindictiveness as that shown towards Hungary. In 
addition, Bulgaria is not threatened by any im
mediate danger such as that menacing Hungary. 
We must remind the Editor of "Le Temps" —  as 
he would seem to have forgotten —  that in the 
immediate vicinity of the northern boundaries of 
Hungary, near the towns of Ungvar and Munkacs, 
enormous aerodromes are being built with a ca
pacity of 1000 war-planes each —  points from 
which the bombing planes of the Soviet will be 
able to reach Budapest in less than two hours. 
Moreover, the Czecho-Slovak long-distance guns 
are able to bombard the Hungarian Capital from 
their own territory —  Budapest being only some 
60 kilometres from the nearest Czecho-Slovak 
boundary, quite defenceless and helpless in the 
event of a hostile attack.

Under such circumstances we would ask whe
ther it is really the Little Entente that is menaced 
by Hungary alleged to be "formidable" from a 
military point of view, or vice versa?

Difficile est non satiram scribere!
And what about Turkey’s move in the mat

ters of the fortification of the Dardanelles? We 
agree with the French Press in regarding this 
move as the first step towards a peaceful revi
sion of the peace treaties. Only the French papers 
look at the matter from an entirely different 
angle. ” Le Journal", for instance, writes that Hun
gary will probably take the peaceful modification 
of the regulations relating to the Dardanelles as 
a decisive case. That is why the Little Entente im
mediately took steps to protest energetically 
against Turkey's move. This is all very true, of 
course, and very fine; but what is to become of 
the Balkan Alliance?

The British Press displays a calmness, sang 
froid, objectivity quite different from that of the 
French Press. W e quite agree with the "News 
Chronicle”  that Turkey's demand is a fresh crush
ing blow to the post-War adjustment, which is 
falling to pieces and is condemned to destruction. 
The Turkish Government's Note —  writes this 
paper —  is moulded in perfectly correct terms and 
is rational in its contents; nevertheless, it will be 
extremely difficult to answer it. It would seem as 
if the only alternative were to comply with Tur
key's wishes. It is very possible that this will prove 
a preliminary to the movement aiming at restoring 
real peace. A ll the other big British organs —  the 
"Times", "Morning Post", "Daily Telegraph" — 
write in the same tenor. Not only Hungary —  who 
is perhaps the Party most nearly concerned — , 
but international public opinion everywhere, will 
await with intense interest the developments en
suing on Turkey's action; for this will be the first 
serious test of the efficacy of Article 19 of the 
Covenant of the League of Nations, which, as is 
well known, offers means for a peaceful revision 
of the treaties of peace.
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In our opinion the right of self-determination 
and revision are inseparable, not only legally and 
morally, but nationally too. Supposing of course 
that we desire to solve the questions at issue and 
to adjust existing antagonisms not by force of 
arms, but by peaceful negotiations. Only Parties 
possessing equal rights and an absolute sovereign
ty can sit down to negotiate without there being 
any disturbing feelings of subordination or sup
eriority; for it is only under conditions of the kind 
that results obtained by diplomatic means satis
factory to both Parties can be expected.

We felt impelled to stress this point before 
proceeding, —  particularly because the peace plan 
propounded by the French Premier, M. Flandin, in 
answer to the German Memorandum would seem 
to have entirely forgotten this fundamental princ
iple. This fact is peculiarly striking in the case 
of a scheme which is a masterpiece of juristry, —  
the French being in general past masters in inter
national law. The French, however, very often 
commit the grave mistake of either failing to see 
or not wishing to see moments of decisive import
ance, thus in all probability intentionally ignoring 
elementary truths. Yet thereby they merely serve 
to waken their own pleading and also the cause 
which they have so insistently and perseveringly 
and with such praiseworthy courage striven to 
advocate.

The section of the French peace plan relating 
to treaty revision is absolutely fatal to the cause of 
those countries on which the treaties of peace have 
inflicted an unspeakably intolerable situation. 
Here again the country most severely hit is Hun
gary, which has lost 71% of its territory and 63% 
of its inhabitants, nearly four million persons of 
Hungarian race having thereby been subjected — 
without being consulted and indeed against their 
will —  to the rule of foreign States. This means 
an upheaval in the organisation and in the life of 
a State with a history of over ten centuries almost 
equivalent to utter annihilation. § 11 of M. Flan- 
din's proposal, which refers to the question of re
vision, runs as follows:

"International law postulates a respect for 
treaties. Though no treaty may be regarded as 
unalterable, nevertheless no treaty must be in
fringed one-sidedly. In the new European organi
sation, in which all nations may associate freely 
and equally, all States wold be required to under
take to respect the territorial frontiers of all other 
Member States and the relevant decisions could 
not be subjected to amendment except with the 
unanimous consent of all Member States. No ap
plication for any such amendment may be sub
mitted within twenty-five years” .

It is true, indeed, that this is the first time 
since 1919 that anyone responsible for the official 
foreign policy of France has admitted the pos
sibility of a revision of the treaties of peace. Hi
therto the Little Entente —  and more particularly 
M. Titulescu —  has insisted on declaring that re
vision means war. Nevertheless a horrible and 
monstrous price is demanded for this concession 
on the part of France which is really no conces

II.
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sion at all, seeing that Article 19 of the Covenant 
of the League of Nations is still in force —  at 
least on paper. France proposes that for twenty- 
five years it shall be forbidden even to mention 
revision. To consent to the twenty-five years' 
silence here suggested would be to condemn the 
oppressed minorities to death and to absolute ex
termination. It is a universally known fact — of 
which the Quai d'Orsay has undoubtedly also ex
haustive and reliable information —  that not one 
of the Sucession States created out of the former 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy has fulfilled the ob
ligations undertaken in the minority treaties which 
were guaranteed by the Great Powers. On the 
contrary, Czecho-Slovakia and Rumania and Yugo
slavia have all alike done everything in their 
power to annihilate the Hungarians submitted to 
their rule, employing against the defenceless and 
helpless minorities of that race the most refined 
methods of official persecution, social terrorism, 
and political and economic oppression. They have 
applied the most draconic measures against those 
persons whom they have failed to drive from their 
native countries by refusing to grant them the 
citizenship to which the treaties of peace entitle 
them. Most of the Hungarian schools have been 
closed and tens of thousands of Hungarian child
ren forced to attend Czech, Rumanian and Serbian 
schools; they have confiscated the latifundia and 
medium-sized estates belonging to Hungarians 
either without offering any compensation at all or 
against a compensation so trifling as not to be 
even worth mentioning: and now they are not only 
expelling Hungarian employees from State offices 
but are actually compelling private undertakings 
also to engage and employ only officials and work
ers belonging to the ruling races. Under such 
circumstances we may well ask whether Hungary 
will he able to continue for a further twenty-five 
years to look on with folded arms to be a merely 
passive spectator of the ruthless exterminatin of 
the millions of Hungarians on the other side of 
the frontier?

But the French peace plan is not satisfied 
with the twenty-five years' interval; it also cate
gorically declares that even after the lapse of the 
twenty-five years any revision would be made de
pendent upon the absolutely unanimous decision 
of all Member States —  i. e. of the States most 
nearly concerned too. So this section of M. Flan- 
din’s draft proposal means simply that the idea 
of revision —  and therefore real peace too —  
would be made impossible for all time; for the 
States most nearly corcerned will never voluntar
ily consent to any territorial changes.

Yet Hungary’s territorial demands are sur

prisingly moderate. What we desire is that the 
Hungarians (Magyars) living in compact masses 
in the immediate vicinity of the Magyars living in 
Dismembered Hungary shall be restored to their 
native country unconditionally; while in the other 
territories severed from Hungary a plebiscite shall 
be ordained as postulated by the right of self-de
termination of the peoples. We are entitled to in
sist on this demand, —  in particular owing to it 
being entirely in harmony with the Wilsonian 
principles, —  i. e. with those fundamental princ
iples which should have been the factors deciding 
the terms of the treaties of peace and of the Cov
enant of the League of Nations,

Equally imcomprehensible to us is the insist
ence on the principle of equality of rights stressed 
in the French peace plan, which would fain en
courage the disarmed States —  by some big talk 
about "collective security” and an empty threat of 
"sanctions” —  to continue to tolerate the situation 
which is already beyond their endurance. A ccord
ing to M. Flandin's proposal the disarmed —  who 
would naturally still continue to be deprived of 
all right to equality in military respects —  would 
find ample compensation in what he is pleased to 
call "collective security".

M. Flandin thinks it compatible with the 
spirit of justice that certain privileged States 
should remain —  perhaps for ever and ever —  
armed to the teeth to watch the frontiers of the 
disarmed States left to the mercy of their neigh
bours, —  or rather to guard the frontiers of Hun
gary only, which country will sooner or later be 
the only one left in a condition of utter disability 
and subordination.

Yet even that is not enough for the drafters 
of the French scheme. They would require the dis
armed States also to participate in the work of 
reciprocally ensuring frontiers in East and Central 
Europe. In other words, they would leave the un
just frontiers intact and provide for their being 
secured, not only by the victors, but by the van
quished too. Does the French Foreign Minister not 
think that such a measure of self-denial and hyper
altruism is too much to expect of those who have 
lost practically everything? Do people in Paris 
really think it possible that Hungary, for instance, 
should undertake reciprocically to assist in pro
tecting the Czech-German, Czech-Polish, Ruman- 
ian-Russian or Yugoslav frontiers, —  or to 
guarantee the frontier between Serbia and Bul
garia, —  not to speak of the frontiers imposed on 
Hungary by the Treaty of Trianon?

These grave mistakes of the drafters of the 
French scheme destroy the credit of the proposal 
as a whole.




